Abstract A form of Newton's cradle is described in which spheres of different sizes can he used and overall collision times measured using a BBC microcomputer. I t i\ shown that collision times cannot be explained on the basis o f collisions between initial11 non-touching pairs of 9pheres. but that Hertz's theory is applicable. As the collision perturbation passes down the chain. the additional collision times for subsequent collisions are half the collision time for the first collision.
Introduction
Newton's cradle (see figure l ) , which consists of five metal balls suspended by threads from a metal frame such that all five balls just touch when hanging stationary. is well known and is widely available as a commercial toy. It also forms the basis of an experiment in the materials and mechanics unit of the Revised Nuffield Advanced Science Course (Harris 1985) . If one of the end balls is displaced and then allowed to collide with the chain of remaining balls. the motion in principle can be described by the laus o f conservation of energy and momentum. The usual way to consider the problem is to assume ;L long ball chain with a small separation ( F ) between each ball (Piquette 1984) . Any perturbation to the chain produced at one end is propagated without change of shape along the chain; i.e. the behaviour o f the chain is free from dispersion. If the balls are touching, then in order to solve for the subsequent motion one must assume that there is no dispersion (Hermann and Schmalzle 1981) . It has been shown by computer simulation (Herrmann and Seitz 1982) that in the case of touching elastic balls the first set of collisions is nearly but not totally dispersion-free: however. after this the balls remain moving and slightly separated such that all subsequent collisions are dispersion-free. We have repeated the simulatlon. and report here an undergraduate project set up to carry out further investigation of collisions between the elastic balls in a Newton's cradle.
Experimental arrangement
A cradle was built in which balls of different sizes could be interchanged.
I t was made with a heavy base to ensure stability. Small rings were attached t o the balls and the balls were suspended by nylon fishing line. which was hung over threaded rods (studding). These rods had a flat surface milled on them so that the balls could suing without the nylon line catching on the threading. The use of threaded rod enabled easy and accurate lateral adjustment o f the positions of the balls. Vertical adjustment of the balls was achie\,ed by the use of small hooked steel rods (rather like 'Allen' keys) connected to nuts which could rotate o n the threaded rods. Each length of line looped over one of these steel bars the height of which could be accurately altered by rotation of the corresponding nut. I n this a a y . the height of each ball could be adjusted individually. The arrangement is illustrated in figure 2 .
Thus balls of any size could be lined up on the stand such that they just touched and their centres were at the same height. Collision times were measured electrically by attaching thin wires to the balls. The leads were connected to input ports of a BBC model B microcomputer in order to use the microsecond timer within the computer. The usual arrangement was to connect the two end balls to separate input lines and to connect the intermediate balls to earth, although for two-ball interactions a single input line was used. Ball-bearing of diameters 3.81 cm and 2.54 cm were used. (Ball-bearings of smaller size were tried but these had insufficient mass to give adequate stability; in particular, it was difficult using smaller balls to establish electrical contact between touching balls.)
Linear chains of two, three, four and five
The time intervals were measured between the instant when a first ball touched the chain and the instant a last ball left the chain. This time interval will be referred to as the total interaction time. The velocity of impact of the first ball was varied by releasing it from different heights. The thin release cord was calibrated with displacement markers and the velocity of impact calibrated carefully from the height of release. The measured time intervals (the total interaction times) became shorter as the velocity of impact increased, but for a fixed velocity the interaction time increased linearly with the number of balls in the chain. Figure 3 shows the results for balls of diameter 2.54 cm.
The program allowed for the very small delay which arose from the timing and computation (less than lops). With this step included, each graph passed accurately through the origin. For the case of two balls only, the interaction time is not zero as the balls remain touching for a finite time. An important feature to note from the graphs, therefore, is that the disturbance propagates through the chain at a velocity which is less than one tenth the speed of sound through the same length of steel. Assuming a velocity of 5850 m s-l for the steel balls (for this article, data for stainless steel have been taken from Kaye and Laby 1986) , the time for sound to pass through five balls would be about 21ps. The measured interaction time for a chain consisting of five balls varied from 190ps for an impact velocity of 1.1 m S" to 3 0 0~s for an impact velocity of 0.07ms". Hence the time for the end ball to separate is not given simply by the time for sound waves to propagate through the balls in opposite directions, reflect off the end surfaces, and return to meet at the point of separation of the balls. However, it is important to note the linearity of the graphs and the consequent fact that the velocity is transmitted uniformly down the chain even though this is much slower than the velocity of sound in steel.
The explanation lies in the application of Hertz Leroy 1985) . When two balls collide, there is deformation of each ball. They come into contact over a small but finite portion of their surfaces. The area of contact increases until nearest approach of the centres occurs. Hertz's law arises from taking into account the distribution of pressure over this region of contact. The change of separation of the centres of the spheres ( h ) is obtained as a function of the total force ( F ) between the balls. It was mathernatically derived by Hertz that h is proportional to FY3. Integrating from h = 0 to h = h,,, where h,, corresponds to the change of separation of the centres of the spheres for maximum approach, allows calculation of the, time 7 during which the collision takes place. Hertz's law takes the form
where U is the velocity of impact of the incoming spherical ball.
,U is the reduced mass, i.e. 
where U is Poisson's ratio and E is Young's modulus (the elastic constant) for the spheres, which are assumed here to be made from the same material.
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For spheres of the same radii, Hertz's equation reduces to
where M and R are the mass and radius respectively of each ball. The time of propagation of the motion along the chain of balls arises from the time taken to compress the spheres, the build-up of elastic waves, and the eventual transfer of energy to the next sphere.
To test the applicability of Hertz's law. we plot the interaction time T against (velocity of collision)-"' as given in table 1 for collisions between two balls; see figure 4. T = t in this case. The full line gives the theoretical relationship, taking the density of stainless steel to be 7800 kg m-' (this value gives a correct mass of 67 g for each steel ball), Young's modulus as 215 GPa and Poisson's ratio as 0.28(3). It can be seen that there is good agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical relationship. There appears to be a small systematic deviation at lower velocities. although this deviation is within experimental error. Such deviation might be expected at low velocities where small frictional and other energy losses will be proportionally higher; however, a quantitative treatment of this was not undertaken. Note that a value of 1.70 (U)"" corresponds to a velocity of 0.07 m S" and a displacement of the impacting sphere of only 1 cm.
Plotting data for chains of three, four and five balls (where the numbers include the incoming ball) also gives linear relationships between the total interaction time and (velocity of collision)"". However, the ratios of the total interaction times for chains of two balls, three balls, four balls and five balls are 1:1.5:2:2.5 and not 1:2:3:4 as would be expected if the interaction times arose from a series of independent collision times added together. The addition of any further ball onto the chain adds a time interval to the interaction time of half the interaction time ( r ) for a two-ball collision. This shows that the interaction times for each pair of neighbouring balls overlap. Therefore, the chain cannot be broken down into components as if each ball is separated by a small distance E . This conclusion has been stated already by Herrmann and Schmalzle (1984) .
Collisions involving a non-uniform chain
Chains of up to five balls were investigated where either the first or the last ball was of diameter 3.81 cm and the other balls were of diameter 2.54 cm as used before. Collision experiments were repeated using the same procedure as previously. Some typical data for the total interaction times are shown in table 2 and are plotted against chain length in figure  5 . A5 we would expect, the interaction time for a small ball colliding with a larger ball is the same as that for a larger ball colliding with a small ball. This is not the case once there are further small balls in the chain. We now apply Hertz's equation in the form of equation (1) for colliding spheres of different masses and radii. In the case of the heavier ball Table2 Variation of interaction times with chain length for a nun-uniform chain.
A large ball ( L ) is placed either last or first in the chain and the remaining balls (5) are small. making the initial impact, the velocities after this first collision. assuming a two-ball interaction, would be increased by the ratio 2 M / ( r n + M ) . The larger mass of the incoming ball leads to an increase in velocity when the momentum is exchanged with the small mass, even though in this case the larger sphere rebounds with significant speed. In this experiment. the larger sphere had mass 226 g. This results in a velocity ratio of 1.55 assuming a straightforward elastic collision between the two spheres and that at this stage in the collision process no significant amount of momentum has been exchanged with subsequent balls. This should reduce the subsequent collision times by a factor of (1.55)"5 or 1.09. In figure 5 ( a ) , the heavy sphere is placed last in the row and the velocity correction is no longer relevant. In figure 5(b) . the heavy sphere is the impacting sphere, and the increased velocity applies after the first collision. The increase in gradient and hence the increase in interaction time between case ( a ) and case ( h ) is approximately 1.1 and agreement between theory and experiment is within experimental error. Note that although the graphs extrapolate back close to the origin. the linear arguments and the comparison apply from the first collision onwards. If a different-sized ball is inserted inside the chain of otherwise equi-sized balls. linearity is maintained either side but broken where the interaction between unequal balls takes place.
Figure5
Total interactionfime for a mixed chain when (a) the last ball is larger. ( h ) the impacting ball is larger
Further discussion
The results indicate that Hertz's law applies closely for the interaction of the spheres in Newton's cradle. This is so whether equi-sized balls are used or balls of different masses. In the latter case a simple assumption of exchange of energy and momentum on the basis of an elastic two-body collision obtains a suitable value of velocity for the use of Hertz's law in subsequent collisions. A more detailed analysis would necessitate dropping the assumption of an elastic collision.
It is perhaps surprising that the additional collision times for collisions subsequent to the first collision (i.e. as one adds further spheres of the same mass) are equal to half the collision time for the first collision. This ratio is exact within the experimental errors of the present experiment. However, from the derivation of Hertz's theory (Leroy 1985) . the collision time during which two balls remain in contact is just twice the time needed for the distance of approach of the centres ( h ) to reach a maximum. It is reasonable to suppose that the time required for the interaction to be passed on down the chain is directly related to the time required to achieve this distance of maximum h and minimum separation of the centres of the two balls. The form of Newton's cradle discussed here in which spheres of different sizes can be interchanged provides an interesting set-up for the investigation of collisions between bodies and is suitable for student project work. Hertz's law is applicable also to cylinders and these can be used to replace spheres.
